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Yes we do…
Three Key Trends and Challenges:
1. Diversification in higher education
2. Privatisation of public higher
education
3. Individualisation: competences and
flexible learning paths for global
working environments
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1. Diversification in higher education
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Diversity and
Differentiation –
biological
metaphors for
system
sophistication
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Great Expectations: Universities should…
_______________________________________
§ educate graduates to be critically minded, innovative,
analytical, internationally adept, with good communication
and team skills
§ train and retrain people of different backgrounds and
qualifications for diverse working contexts/ levels / life
phases
§ produce frontier research to compete internationally for best
qualified researchers and research funds and help market
knowledge environment to attract foreign investment
§ produce applied research of relevance for regional and
national innovation
§ solve global environmental, technical, economic, social
problems (climate, energy, hunger, health, mobility, access)

Institutional Diversity as a Key HE Policy Issue
§ Driven by massification of ð demands for “concentration of
excellence“ because of limited
HE: widening participation
public funds for international
ð diversifying student
competition -- concentration of
profiles, diverging
resources on competitive research
institutional profiles
universities
§ More students = less
money per student ð
declining quality of higher
education
§ Additional HE functions
(innovation, CE) have
gained importance,
demands for support of
these functions as motors
of knowledge economy

➩ Diversified missions – mission
stretch or overload? Questions of
institutional coherence, efficiency,
effectiveness, visibility –

➩ Demand for diversity of institutional
profiles (external diversity) to
optimise capacity to address
diverse needs and stakeholders
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Institutional diversity in European HE is
much greater than we think.
Mission mixes are
greater than we think
among institutions of
the same regulatory
type (“university”,
“Fachhochschule”
“University College”).
The difference
between dual
systems and
integrated systems is
not as large as one
thinks.
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Some mission correlations
§ Between finding basic research a vital part of mission and:
§
§
§
§

Research training for academia 75% ( + 28%)
Applied research 64% (+10%)
Research training for industry 41% (+ 15%)
Business innovation 39% (+7%)

§ Between teaching and LLL a vital part of mission and:
§
§
§
§

Applied research 76% (+ 24%)
Business innovation 52% (+ 21%)
Addressing other societal challenges 50% (+23%)
Having innovative teaching approaches more often as decisive criteria for
promotion (+ 28% = 61%)

§ The differentiating feature between different groups of institutions
is not the balance between “research-oriented“ vs. “teachingoriented“ but the balance between basic research vs. teaching !
Applied research is being highly valued at most institutions.
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Vertical or horizontal differentiation
§ Vertical differentiation = hierarchy of values for different
dimensions of HE activities, different mixes among institutions
Horizontal differentiation= parity of esteem
§ England: Internally conflicted case of vertical diff: explicit
diversity policy but strong emphasis on research quality and
volume in funding differentiation
§ France: shift from professional excellence to research as
principle of vertical differentiation in elite part of system
§ Norway: Traditionally more horizontally differentiated (strong
emphasis on regional diversity) becoming more vertically
differentiated along research performance measures
§ Switzerland: values, laws, funding and regional influences
support more horizontal differentiation (high level vocational/
professional training highly regarded)
§ Slovak Rep.: vertical differentiation through inst. typology
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The Ranking Business –
driving vertical differentiation
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Vertical differentiation: Obsession with
performance in league tables
§ Global competition of HEI for researchers and research
funds is driving vertical differentiation in many HE
systems.
§ Research-based performance measuring criteria, sizedependent,
§ Highly stratified systems do better in the top 50 than
less stratified ones
§ In spite of conscious policy choices in the past
continental Europe does not like its clustering in the
middle (US has fewer HEI in the 500 than Europe)
§ Mobile students and researchers, investment need
easily accessible comparative data to facilitate choices
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International influences more convergent
Regional influences more diversifying
§ International orientation strengthens focus on basic
research and concentration of excellence, pushing vertical
differentiation (but also stresses new functions), while
regional orientation usually helps functional and horizontal
differentiation.
§ International orientation promotes particular kind of
research, regional orientation more diverse types of
research.
§ Regional support for diverse clienteles, diverse needs,
diverse types of research, business innovation, LLL (E, F,
CH) and for cooperative structures
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Staff Diversity -- Conflicting Expectations
A University Academic should be:
§ An international expert in his/her field, highly specialised
§ Able and willing to connect with other fields and
disciplines
§ Willing to compete with international colleagues working
14 hours a day, 7 days a week
§ Regularly and uninterruptedly productive
§ A good team worker and networker, within science and
with external stakeholders
§ A good communicator, aware of the concerns of the
extra-university world
§ A good teacher and learning coach, paying attention to
the diverse individual needs, connecting diverse
backgrounds into interactive learning environments

Staff Diversity
§ Diversity of academic and professional experience and
diversity of functions important to most institutions -functional differentiation easier to address in formally
differentiated systems (CH, N: different contracts, career
advancement criteria etc.)
§ Gender more often a priority than for students (40%) but not
as criterion for hiring
§ Diversity of ethnic or national background rarely addressed
§ National career structures have mainstreaming effect even if
institutional missions suggest diverse staff orientation (and
academic values would support diversity)
§ Institutional reward structures adapt to national career
patterns rather than institutional missions
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Reward structures
promote research orientation
§ Internal resource allocation rarely reflects mission mixes.
§ Only mild reflection of mission mixes in hiring and
promotion criteria: Research decisive most often (50% 60%), teaching second (35% - 42%), then long gap,
internat. experience imp. but rarely decisive (13-17%)
§ All other functions rarely decisive for hiring or promotion
(innovation often found important)
§ CE, social engagement and institutional management
most often found unimportant for promotion (by 36% 39%)
§ Exceptions: More teaching and CE in career profiles &
rewards in CH, N
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Academic values research- dominated
but not homogeneous
§ Mainstreaming (converging) effect reflected in hiring and
promotion criteria and informal recognition of each others‘
performance -- increasingly dominated by international research
performance indicators. But values are not as homogeneous as is
often suggested:
§ At institutions where both teaching and CE are vital parts of mission,
teaching is valued strongly by 70% of HEI (rather than 56%), applied
research valued strongly by 65%, but basic research valued strongly
by only 35% (vs. 62% average).
§ identification with the professional community linked to the field is
stronger than with the scientific community (only 56%) while at „basic
research-intense“ institutions, academics identify most strongly with
the scientific community (80% i.e. 18% more than average)

§ Career structures and perception of career opportunities, as well
as financial incentives, are more often convergence forces than
the academics‘ personal values. (Diversifying potential)
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Challenges of Institutional Diversity
§ Diversity of institutional profiles valued but can be
associated with fragmentation, lack of transparency
for students and stakeholders and lack of efficiency
§ positive if linked to dense cooperation and flexible
transitions: between complementary institutions or
institutional types. (CH: „Passerelles“ &
„Permeability“, F: PRES „regroupement territorial“,
N: associations between univ. & UC, Engl: Links
betw. Foundation degrees in FE and HEI)
§ Valued explicitly but undermined implicitly through
funding and accreditation/ quality assurance
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Conflicting forces between:
§ National career structures and institutional missions
/diversifying values
§ National policies sound more diversity-aware while
national funding more convergence-oriented
§ National funding schemes (indicators) and
institutional mission diversity (options of different
indicator mixes would promote diversity more)
§ National and institutional preferences
§ Institutional missions and reward structures
§ Institutional leadership and academics
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External vs. internal diversity?
§ Mission mixes and institutional orientations diverge
considerably within institutions. -- In many HE systems
internal diversity is greater than external diversity.
§ Internal diversity often accepted as response to diverse
needs. Not necessarily problematic (Mission mixes,
functionally differentiated staff).
§ Different degrees of internal diversity allowed between
countries, between institutional types.
§ Emphasis on cooperation/ consortia increases internal
diversity.
§ External diversity preferred (better visibility, easier
marketing) by well-positioned institutions.
§ Different levels of tolerance to qualitative diversity and
diversity of student qualifications.
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Challenges for Policy Makers
§ Not explicit diversity policies but the confluence of implicit
forces (regulations, financial incentives, rewards, quality
standards, acad. and prof. values) is decisive.
§ The quest for flexible and diverse HE systems will have to
confront the whole complexity of forces, designing
§ Diverse funding regimes (performance indicators, grant
schemes)
§ Accreditation criteria
§ Fit-for-purpose quality assurance
§ Diverse concepts and rewards of excellence
§ Diverse academic career paths (hiring and promotion
criteria)
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Challenges for Heads of Institutions
§ Design a system of rewards that reflects the
institutional mission and desired internal diversity,
including hiring processes
§ Ensure that quality assurance does not ignore any
dimension in which your institution strives for
excellence
§ Create symbolic rewards, an institutional culture of
recognition for diverse forms of innovation, creativity
and success
§ Contribute to national policy making regarding career
paths and flexible contracts
§ Ensure that research training prepares graduates for
multiple career paths
§ Leave free spaces for people who do not quite fit in
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2. Growing privatisation of higher
education
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Privatisation through multiple channels
_______________________________________________
➩ equitable access? Higher
§ Tuition (private person
participation rates?
contribution), especially for int.
stud. & CE
➩ less quality control in education
§ Private sector support for
research (e.g. chemical,
medical research,
engineering)
§ Private-public partnerships:
shared infrastructures etc.
privately financed institutes,
chairs, programmes

➩ researchers‘ conflict of interest for
privately funded research
➩ biased, suppressed, misrepresented
results
➩ research results and tools restricted
(securing IP) – constriction of open
science, public access diminished,
reduced spill-over benefits to society

§ Alumni and other donations
(foundations)

➩ more short-term perspectives

§ Stakeholder influence (often
representatives from orivate
sector companies) in boards

➩ fewer high-risk projects with
unplannable results, less groundbreaking science
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3. Individualisation –
diversification of learning profiles
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Rising participation rates

Expansion less strong in Tertiary B

Demographic Decline – where do we get
qualified labour force?
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From international students?
Box C2.1. Long-term growth in the number of students enrolled outside their country of citizenship

Growth in internationalisation of tertiary education (1975-2008, in millions)

1975
0.8m

1980
1.1m

1985
1.1m

1990
1.3m

1995
1.7m

2000
2m

2005
2.9m

2008
3.3m

Source: OECD and UNESCO Institute for
Statistics.
Data on foreign enrolment worldwide comes from both the OECD and the UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS). UIS provided the data on all
countries for 1975-95 and most of the partner countries for 2000, 2005 and 2008. The OECD provided the data on OECD countries and the other
partner economies in 2000, 2005 and 2008. Both sources use similar definitions, thus making their combination possible. Missing data were
imputed with the closest data reports to ensure that breaks in data coverage do not result in breaks in time series.

Competitive Market!
Chart C2.3. Trends in international education market shares (2000, 2008)
Percentage of all foreign tertiary students enrolled, by destination
OECD countries
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1. Data relate to international students defined on the basis of their country of residence.
2. Year of reference 2007.
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Net migration rather than natural population
increase – implications for higher education
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Challenges of Student Diversity
§ Key concern in the US, not yet fully addressed in Europe -exceptions most often in England
§ Diversity of socio-economic backgrounds prioritised by only 31%
§ Ethnic diversity rarely addressed or explicitly valued/ thematised
§ Internationally diverse student body only prioritised by 22%
§ Religious background and age diversity rarely an issue

§ Diversity of backgrounds not necessarily positive, only if
proactively exploited (team composition, projects, services)
§ Lifelong learning, flexible learning paths only rarely
systematically or strategically addressed, bad student/staff
ratios
§ Problem with the “elite”: Missed opportunities to redefine the
elite and to develop appropriate compensatory measures
needed to access and succeed in it.
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More (diverse) students, but not
necessarily more money per student

